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The overwhelming majority of people have no control over the direction or the use to which
our lives are put. We fight for self-direction, self-initiation, self-management and the end to all
bosses and leaders. We fight for economic freedom, where we can all enjoy the full leisure and
wealth we produce, or are kept from producing.

Instead of government, which takes power from us and gives only the weakness of slavery,
we propose the cooperative federation of equal people, full of the dignity which authorities and
their functionaries deny.

Instead of taxation and the profit system which pretends to distribute wealth and resources
in an equitable manner, we propose collective self-management of our surpluses, and collective
rationing of any scarcities.

These collective decisions shall be made by popular assemblies, general and open to all. Thus
constituted, all will have access to those with the knowledge of how to make, move or produce
all things and services; and to those who actually have the needs to be met.

In other words, we will all have access to each other. No longer will bureaucracies isolate
us from each other. Gone will be the leaders and the technicians who claim to know, or claim
the exclusive expertise to be able to find out how to do everything from making match-books to
bargaining for us, for our benefit.

Without the social distortion produced by tax and profit systems, we can cease the production
which is a mere waste of time and resources; and which will suffocate everyone in the service of
profit and the power accumulations of a very few ruling parasites.

We fight joyfully, irreverently, and resolutely against all hierarchies, all bosses and leaders,
all mediating hierarchy. Bureaucrats are a doomed species.

We relate among ourselves as absolute equals, deserving of equal dignity in all things regard-
less of strength of mind and body. In federation we develop the audacity to change the world.

But no unity can be coerced. As heretics, we invite heresy. Any locality (self-defined) can veto
any decision made on a more general basis as it applies to that locality. Dissenting minorities
care not to be denied the means of adequate existence to maintain their intellectual, spiritual
or physical independence. In the SRAFederation, dissenting minorities cannot be expelled, or



denied recognition as anarchists, or even as members of the SRAFederation. Any resignation by
a minority must be voluntary and a part of that minority’s process of self-determination.

We federate together to practice anarchist forms of relating among people for social and
private purposes.

We practice now the forms we want to see develop further, along with new forms, in the
revolutionary society we will help to build.

We federate together now to focus our strength for the maximum impact on society which
our energy and numbers can create.

We federate now, not for our children, but so that we ourselves may enjoy the fruits of our
efforts. If we do this, there will be a future for our children to build and shape in their own way.

The wreckers of the world — the profit takers, the leaders, generals, popes, and presidents,
the authorities and their functionaries, the bureaucrats — have been doing their worst to us for
long enough! It must now end.

It is clear that an anarchist society lies in the future and not the past. Join with us for your-
selves and your future.
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